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Above, L to R: Fr. M. Ford, S.J.; Fr. J.
LaBran, S.J.; Fr. N. Mcneal; Fr. Gill; Fr.
P. Nelligan, S.J.; Fr. Sweeney, S.J.; Fr.
A. Kuzniewski, S.J.; Fr. J. Brooks, S.J.;
Fr. Miller; Fr. Dunn; Fr. W. O'Halloran,


















Jenni McEnery Fall Introduction 9
L to R: Mr. and Mrs. MacKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. Martin, Mr. and
Mrs. White, Mr. and Mrs. McConville, Mrs. Reilly, Mrs.
Plotner, Mr. and Mrs. Rutherford, Mr. and Mrs. Keaveny.
After four years of tailgating together, Senior Parents gather
for their last Parents' Weekend.




Meghan Geary '92 continues a
tradition of Holy Cross spirit
with parents Bill '60 and
Marcia.
Thomas J. MackeII, grandfather of
Senior Kerry Robertson, reads the
football program of the H.C. vs.
Brown football game.
Colleen Totten '92 and Rich Hart '93, Co-
Chairs of Purple Key Parents' Weekend Commit-
tee, successfully planned the weekend to include
a casino night Friday, a dance Saturday night,
and a family mass Sunday. The H.C. football
team triumphed over Brown while the unusual
lack of rain allowed an unforgettable tailgate!
Fall Events 11
Halloween
Jen Brown sells candy- grams in Hogan
lobby.
Mary Claire Nugent hops along to a
Halloween Party
Eleven (?) Little Indians: I: Karin Wicht,
Verna Arcedo, Katie Gallagher, Lisa
Grabish, Karen Lombardi, Erin Titley. 2:
Tracy Piecewicz, Patty O'Hagan,
Christina Reilly, Jen Laden, Sue Pucci.





Is it Porky Pig and Captain America, or
is it Matt White and Sean Keaveny?
What a bunch of nerds! Andy Vickars, Sean Sullivan, Vin Restivo, Rob
Melchionna, and Mike Barber.
Practicing for post-graduation, Kerry Grillo and Jill Arkwright wear
their Friendly's uniforms.
Not only was Halloween the traditional celebration of the
eve of All Saints' Day this year, but October 31st also








Leon Dickerson and Rich Nunez





Father of the bride





Father of the Groom





















Erin McNamara, Mary McBride, Kim Barnett, Tra-
cy Cadigan, and Nicole LaFortune at the Saturday
tailgate
Adam Vella and Eileen Devine dance at the Senior
Weekend cocktail Party.
Kristin Gelinas, Amy Mastroianni, Melissa Vogt, and




Above: Dave Castillo '95
and his date Kate Gowen
'95.
Right: Dealers Lori Whyte
'93 and Bee Upatham '93
work the black jack table.
16 Fall Events
4411alikr.
Jamie Heidbreder '94 and Lisa Kennedy '94 tear
theiriselves away from the tables, but not from each
other, for a dance!
Bo Collins '92 and his date are all smiles as they dance
the night away to the tunes of DJ Myron.
Wheeler Head RA Rick Swan-
son '92 and Sandy try their







Defendent, Ed Martin '92
it-ICIP'e  Paula Mullaney '42 speaks during the trial, sponsored by the St. Thomas
More Pre
-legal Society, as the prosecuting attornies David Hassett '81 and









Richard . .. James Braunstein
Samuel . . . James Fleming
Frederick .. . Peter Killeen
Major-General Stanley .. .
Braden Mechley
Edward . .. Jay Murphy
Mabel . . Jenna Dempsey
Kate, Edith, Isabel .. . SheIli
Bermani, Maggi Hermes,
Tracy Anderson
Ruth . Leeann Mitchell










































Jasmine I Maria Tegzes
Jasmine 2 Mary McGoldrick
Jasmine 3 Maria C. Jimenez
Taylor Mark P. Diaz
Bud Mark Gunn
Old Astrologer Chris Connolly
Half-face Brian Gunn
Prakash, Woody Barney Murphy
Terrorist, River E.J. McAdams
Cher, Village Singer. Jenn Kaplan
Sampur Dance














Rev. Michael F. Ford, S.J.
M.A.L.S., Dartmouth College, M.Div., Weston School
of Theology Associate College Chaplain
Katherine M. McElaney
M.Div., Weston School of Theology, Associate
College Chaplain
Marybeth Kearns-Barrett
M.Div., Weston School of Theology, Assistant College
Chaplain
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Rev. Peter McGrath, S.J.
D.M., Jesuit School of Theology, Assistant College
Chaplain
22
Rev. Joseph J. LaBran, S.J.
M.A., Boston College, S.T.L., Weston College,
Associate College Chaplain
Lucille N. Cormier, S.A.S.V.












George R. Hoffmann, Chair
Ph.D., University of Tennessee
Mary Lee S. Ledbetter
Ph.D., The Rockefeller University
Mary E. Morton
Ph.D., Dartmouth Medical School
Susan Berman
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Robert Bertin




Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
24
Chemistry Secretaries





Ph.D., University of New Hampshire
Timothy P. Curran
Ph.D., Mass. Institute of Technology
Michael McGrath
Ph.D., Mass. Institute of Technology
Mauri A. Ditzler, Chair
Ph.D., Duke University
Richard S. Herrick
Ph.D., University of North Carolina
G. Earl Peace, Jr.
Ph.D., University of Illinois
CHEMISTRY
Judy Sroka




Blaise J. Nagy, Chair
Ph. D., Harvard University
John D.B. Hamilton
Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Christopher G. Simon
Ph.D., University of California, Berkely
Ann G. Batchelder,
Ph. D., University of Illinois
Deborah Boedeker











David J. Schap, Chair
Ph.D., Washington University
David R. Buffum
Cand. Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Thomas R. Gottschang








Ph.D., Cornell University 27
Carol A. Martinson
C.P.A., M.B.A., Babson College
Frank Petrella, Jr.
Ph.D., University of Notre Dame
Richard J. Sullivan
Ph.D., University of Illinois
John D. O'Connell, C.P.A.
M.B.A., Boston University
Nicolas Sanchez
Ph.D., University of Southern California
Professor Tripp
John F. O'Connell
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Scott Sandstrom








Ph.D., University of Virginia
John H. Dorenkamp, Chair
Ph.D., University of Illinois
Maurice A. Geracht





Richard G. Carson, C.S.C.
Ph.D., Brown University
Patrick J. Ireland




Ph.D., University of Toronto
B. Eugene McCarthy























Ph.D., University of California
Mark E. Lincicome
Ph.D., University of Chicago











Rev. Vincent A. Lapomarda, S.J.
Ph.D., Boston University
Voloria Mack-Williams
Ph.D., SUNY, Binghampton 31
PHILOSOPHY
HiIde S. Hein
Ph.D., University of Michigan
Karsten R. Steuber
Ph.D., University of Tuibingen
Hermann J. Cloeren, Chair
Ph.D., University of Muenster












Rev. Terrance G. Walsh, S.J.
Ph.D., University of Munich
32
Randy R. Ross








Ph.D., Mass. Institute of Technology
Janine Shertzer
Ph.D., Brown University
Robery H. Garvey, Chair















Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Brian D. Carroll








Ph.D., University of Missouri, Columbia
ktt4c.
Frederick M. Enman, S.J.






S.T.D., Institut Catholique de Paris
Frederick J. Murphy, Chair
Ph.D., Harvard University
Sabrina Zirkel
Ph.D., University of Michigan
RELIGION
Faculty 35
Mary Ann Hinsdale, I.H.M.
Ph.D., University of St. Michael's College
Ronald A. Mercier, S.J.























Ph.D., University of Chicago
Rogers P. Johnson, Chair
Ph.D., Brandeis University
David M. Hummon




Ph.D., University of Washington
Jerry Lembke





Ph.D., University of Rochester
Karen L. Turner
Ph.D., University of Michigan
James F. Powers
Ph.D., University of Virginia
Edward F. Wall, Jr.
Ph.D., Columbia University
MATHEMATICS
Melvin C. Tews, Chair
















Rev. John J. MacDonnell, S.J.
Ph.D., Catholic University of America
Daniel G. Dewey
M.A., University of Kansas
John B. Little, Ill
Ph.D., Yale University
Peter Perkins
Ph.D., University of California
Rev. Andrew P. Whitman, S.J.
Ph.D., Catholic University of America
Thomas W. Dube
Ph.D., New York University
Mohammad Salmassi








Ph.D., University of Illinois
Eckhard Bernstein
Ph.D Case Western Reserve University
Isabel Alvarez-Borland
Ph.D., Penn State University
Jutta Arend-Bernstein
Ph.D., Case Western Reserve UniversitY
Professor Barreda
Ph.D., Universidad De Habana
Suzanne Branciforte
Ph.D., University of California
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Estrella Cibriero
Cand. Ph.D., University of Connecticut
Rev. Lionel P. Honore, S.J.
Ph.D., New York University
Elizabeth O'Connell
Cand. Ph.D., Brown University
Constance G. Schick
Ph.D., Penn State University





Ph.D., University of Michigan
Charles Severens
A.B.D., University of Michigan
Faculty 41
Hector Torres-Ayala








Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Carol Lieberman




M.A., University of Lowell
Jackie Anderson, Secretary
Music Department
Shirish K. Korde, Chair




MM., State University of New York
Jean de Mart
MM., New England Conservatory of Music
Faculty 43
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Judith A. Chubb, Chair













Hon. George M. Lane
M.A., Tufts University
Patrick Powers
Ph.D., University of Virginia


































M.F.A., University of Massachusetts
Marion Schouten
M.F.A., Tufts University








Mulledy 3E: D. Carraher, S. Walsh, E. Hoye, L. Cascio, T. Lafarge, A. Bernard, I('
Schlesser, C. Lengieza, D. Gray. K. Jarrott, J. Boyle, P. Tusiani, C. Scanlon, A. Tobia.!
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o
Hogan. Hurley, M. Fleming, A. Collins, K. Manseau
Mulledy 4C: Killian MacCarthy, M. Spillane, L. Ayala, C. Castiglione, M. Lopez, K.
Cooper. F. Loiacono, D. Rubin, C. Samito, A. Alfano, J. Francis, M. Ross, J. Rogan. S.
Ho Nam, N. Cavuoto, D. O'Callaghan, J. Carron, M. Deschenes, M. Kingsbury.
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Mulledy 3W: L. Cataldi, S. Dence, K. Gallagher, J. Jablonski, T. Cassidy, A. Muril
M.K. Swartz, A. Kozowyk, J. Leach, K. Devlin, D. Cotter, J. O'Sullivan, A. Ferson, Sc
Stuart, C. Upatham, C. Porath, C. Fitzpatrick, K. Johnson, M. Quinn, R. Husteci,
Murray, C. Lynch, J. Henning.
LASS OF 199df' .`
MulledY 2 E B Monahan,M Musacchio, E. O'Connor, D. Connolly, M. Streeto, K.
Urban k's 1, K. Flynn, A. Murphy, S. McKay, S. Harper, K. Gagnon, M. Diaz, D.
co tante, A. Deroisers, J. Herbert, M. Kerwin, J. Nanicelli, A. Gorin, S. Cameron, J.
Jo Illeau, D. Pokorny, A. Pittoni, L. Dixon, L. Colarusso, R. Kasenge, A. Ryan, P.
vel• M. Gill, S. Feddeman
ll dy 2W, C T. Picerno, J. Fitzgerald, S. McAldon, J. Galeazzi, M. O'Toole, S.KellrY, L. Barnaby, M. Olbrych, M. Narenkivicius, J. Harrison, A. Brown, S. etras, L.
stre, S. Euvisi. B. O'Brien, J. Lindwall, E. O'Brien, S. Kelly, K. Donis, K. Digangi, K.
13 breser. C. Monnecka, S. Evans, K. White, J. Geraghty. A. Fox, D O'Brien, K. Smith,arbo„Ys, K. Haviland, Katie O'Neil, L. Walsh, C. Oulette, L. Gies, Y. Minami, J.
-4110, B. Graney, K, Murphy, K. Clifford
Mulledy 1E, C D. Duff, B. Brunn, L. Chang, T. Walker, K. Diadamo, C. Archambault,
J. Jalutkewicz, D. Gaffney, W. Layden, J. Hamon, K. Kudla, G. Courtin, D. De Bassio,
S. Roberts, T. Gallagher, P. Jeffy, C. Hood, T. Martin, T. Roche, J. Strack
Mulledy 1 W C. Martin, M. Miller, S. Urgola, R. Hooey, H. Sammy, M. Macintosh, T.
Pacheco, P. Egan, K. Howocko, J. Hinchey, T. Shallcross, G. Stellato, J. Alterio, M.
Houllihan, B. Wahl, J. Ingoglia, C. O'Donoghue.
Mulledy Basement E. Adams, T. Silvia, T. Villa, F. Ernst, G. Fisher, J. Foley, Dean Joe
McGuire. D. Stalter, D. Lyons, S. Murphy, M. Shustak, C. Foley, J. Morin, G.











GIFT OF THE CLASS OF 1990
0
Clark 1— L To R, Back to Front:
R. Kenny, S. Capecci, D. Castillo, P. Reilly,
M. Larsen, M. McCann, T. Gearan, M. Dud-
ley, J. Falcone. W. Foley, C. Gallagher, K.
Shahagian, C. Caslin, T. Demakis, T. Har-
rington, M. Navarez. F. D'Agata, M. Ne-
yard, C. Davis, C. Wall, J. McLellan, C. Cesa,
D. McCabe, B. Paquette, C. Gillespie. S.
McDevitt, P. Rienze, J. Mullahy, P. Olson.
•••
52 Student Life
Clark 2—L to R, Front to Back
J. Piacais, C. Shortell, Hulk Hogan, E. Mar-
tin, P. Cejas, P. Mahoney, J. Quinn, D. Es-
tes, B. Nigri, M. Stracco, M. Johannes, S.
Box Ahn, B. Jorgensen, B. Hutchins, A.
Prete, J. Ryan, A. DeFazio, T. Kearney, J.
Maio, M. Criggins, J. Couino, M. Burke, S.
McDermott, M. McQuillan, K. Ridley, D.
Ma1ton, D. Dutton, G. Wistowski, P. Cen-
trella, J. Fitzpatrick, M. Gordon, T.C.
Cammarata.
Clark 3-L to R, Back to Front:
J. Hayes, K. Monahan, K. Chiarello, L.
Conklin, K. Slattery, K. Scannell, M. Blen,
A. Phillips, K. Wozniak, T. Davis. A.M.
Boole, K. Karallolios, M. Poyant, K. Morel,
E. Salah, K. Holland, J. Lech, L. Carty, M.
Smyth. D. Whitehouse, S. Axely, E. Furey,
M. Burke, L. Deresky, S. LeBrun, K. Ander-
son, P. Tully, J. Whitehouse. T. Lord, P.
Cabral, K. Flinton, J. D'Isador, A. Liddy, C.
Drizarry, S. Mahoney, M. Freeman, L. Rus-
sel. M. Moore, S. Bigelow
Clark 4-L to R, Back to Front:
D. Ryan, A. Fontaine, J. Butler, T. Riley, K.
Grogan, K. Commins, L. Hennessy, C.
Pierce. K. Scully, E. Kidder. I. Panganiban,
S. McLaughlin, C. Bremis, M. Connolly, L.
Walsh
Student Life 53
Hanselman 2-L to R, Back to Front:
T. Berry, V. Ashton, M. Baron, D. Gage,
M. Shutowick, T. O'Brien, D. Quirk, J.
Meader, J. Carlson, D. Connelly, B.
O'Brien, P. Delvecchio, M. Carbone, T.
Lynch, J. Piacentine, R. Carrano, G.
Moran, J. Bozzi, J. Cantwell, B. Merrick,
M. Calorossi, M. O'Neil, K. Davignon,




Hanselman 3-L to R, Back to Front:
C. Ramenofski, A. Motte, B. McGlywn, M. Sweeney, E. Reardon, J. O'Toole, D.










OM; Of THE CLASS OP MO
Hanselman 3-L to R, Back to Front:
A. Polacko, B. Sheehan, S. Dator, L. Alberti, S. Corkum, L.
Lesnik, C. Hayes, E. Flannery, H. Sims, H. Murray, V. Cur-
ran, M. Vachon, K. Kay, J. McMamnon, N. Snow, S. Vega, C.
Frenzel, A. Blaufuss, C. Holmes, M. Flaherty, K. Pelletier, J.
Haskell, C. Tobin, J. Daly, T. Lescinskas
HANSELMAN
Hanselman 4-L to R, Back to Front:
F. Murray, T. Fiorette, K. Blongastainer, J.
Plaia, A. DaCosta, D. Bagley, M. Chambers,
K. Clark, N. Sestak, C. Trudeaux, G. Swan-
zey, D. Callaghan, C. Mercogliano, G. Cene-
della, N. Thonet, Jenni McEnery
Student Life 55
Lehy 1-L to R, Back to
Front:
P.J. Pettinato, Pat Mina-
han, R. Alfonso, A. Fi-
chera, S. White, J.
McCann, J. Burns, D.
McGraw, T. Keller, T.
McMahan, P. Brennan, K.
Gavin, s. Colon, J. Reap, K.
Byrnes, T. Streeto, J. Mc-
Govern, G. Odierna, J.
Mitchell, T. Weitz, P. Ses-
sions, A. Austri, K.
Penders, B. Sharkey, A.
Meratti,
Lehy 2, L to R, Back to
Front:
D. Manuszak, J. Peterson,
M. Cloonan, D. Dowd, C.
Serb, K. Newman, M.
Hayes, M. Sparda, J. Le-
java, M. Quinn, D. Deteso,
P. McEnaney, J. Callahan,
Tom Gilion, C. Derrell, L.

















Lehy 3-L to R, Back to Front:
L. Frohboese, D. Herzic, L. Corri-
gan, C. Lovecchio, A. Bates, S.
Keating, M. Nail!, K. Koller, L.
Akeke, C. Ruppert, E. Rodsa, L.
Kearney, M. Humenick, T. Pinck-
ney, C. Kelly, J. Sanchez, M. De-
korte, J. Johnson, J. Murphy, K.
Ocampo, J. Howe, M. Putnam, L.
Bennett, K. Miller, J. Halpin, A.
Caron, T. Morin, S. Gilarde, S.
Cox, K. Fitzgerald, C. Guilfoylc,
G. Dizon, C. Arroyo, M. Mullen.
L. Straczynski, P. Gallivan, K.
Furey, M. Sullivan, H. Parrish, J.
Hoefling, E. Sanchez. E. Burns, S.
Nail!
Lehy 4-L to R:
E. O'Connor, E. Haley, M. Saleh, H. Van Hoof,
E. Navagh, M. Gruska, J. Powderly, K. Rucker,
K. Reilly, C. Callahan, K. Brimus, A. McGovern
LEHY HALL
In memory of





GIFT OF THE CLASS OF 1993
There's something funny about Ray . . .
HEALY HALL
In memory of
BISHOP JAMES A. HEALY
1830 - 1900
First Graduate Of Holy Cross
Bishop of Portland
1875 - 1900
GIFT OF THE CLASS OF 1990
HEALY
Maybe it's just 
EIThi5 hall ... Healy
58 Student Life
Healy 2-L to R, Back to front:
"Alive with the taste of pecans . . . " P.
Smith, Oatsie, S. Bowden, J. DiBurro, R.
MacAulay, W. McCabe, A. Folger, E. Reilly,
The G-Man, M. Garrity, A. Arabi, H. Danis,
K. Quigg, J. Rogers, G. Opdyke, J. McClel-
lan, D, Bergman, J. Mongan, C. Sanz, C.
Petrone, M. MCDonald, E.J. McAdams, D.
Schroeder, B. Brophy, R. Laspina, M. Quilty,
M. Conroy, P. Sweeney, J. Morris, R. Bar-
naby, J. Quaranta, V. Morrow, J. Gannon, R.
Callahan
Healy 3-clockwise from lower right corner:
T. Doherty, K. Burke, M. Maslowski, D.
Augros, V. Rajashekar, T. Cocozza, S. Pao-
lini, T. Cornish, L. Quinn, C. Gaudet, C.
Patraitis, M.P. Miamidian, C. Baus, S. Has-
man, S. Quinn, C. O'Keefe, K. Barry, C.
Baus, Wendy, D. Gaudet, J. Ricci, K. Curley,
T. Good, L. Barkman, J. Brady, S. Zeiner, T.
Foley, D. hogan, K. Kalmer
Healy 4-L to R, Back to Front:
K. Hirtle, S. Malkin, K. McWilliams, K.
Braun, K. Doherty, N. Chandler, A. Scott,
N. Fox, A. Leet, M. Thompson, M. Ishida, J.
Gilleece, A. Popadak, M. McDonnell, M.
Scala, H. Brooks, J. Mariani, C. Casey, K.
Fox, J. Cannistraro, Julie Sullivan
Student Life 59
Wheeler 4 L to R, Back to Front:
B. Murphy, E. Burns, M. Mitchell,
P. Duggan, L. Fahy, N. Cloeren,
A. Donahue, C. Biasetti, M. Cul-
len, D. Hines, K. Roina, A. Phil-
lips, E. Galeazzi, S. Hoye, K. Lane,
K. Leblanc, C. Garin, K. Joyce, V.
Clark, J. Gray, K. Fiore, G. Poulo-
poulos. L Divino, T. Williams, A.
Conforti, J. Gregorski, T. Lussier,
A. Drayton
Wheeler 3 L to R, Back to Front:
M. Boschi, J. Mullins, S. Conley, C. Labozzetta, J. Farrell, J. Dyer, B. Gallagher, P.
Michaud, E. Riede11, R. Swanson, M. Cunningham, T. Britt, M. Fiorito, P. Gibson,
Nate Kilcer, B. Renfro, J. Mcenany, M. Massey, G. Mitrione, B. Smith, j. Palumbo,
M. Robinson, P. Xavier, M. Pollastri, J. O'Neill, J. Romita, G. Alves, P. Flanagan,
M. Bogan, M. Griffin, E. Visconsi, K.K. Roberts, R. Dooley, H. Rissetto.
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Wheeler 2-L to R Back to
Front:
J. Scalley, C. Gaffney, N.
Houdelette, P. Wilson, C.
Staudinger, K. Rinder, J.
McNulty, L. Phipps, L. Li-
beratore, M. Gortler, K.
Scanlin, L. Biancamano,
A.M. Boyle, N. Ferreira,
A.M. Drumgoole, M. Lan-
dau, M. Walton, C. Mac-
kenzie, C. Ford, E. Al-
meida, S. Al-Salam, S.
Zmijewski, D. Prol, J.
Schwarting, M. Bourgeois,
A. Malloy, K. O'Malley,
Sheila York, C. Uber, R.
Shah, K. Joyce, S. Mee, A.
Sparrow.
Wheeler 1-1. to R:
K. Vent, S. Majoy, G. Mc-
Carthy, F. Belanger, B.
Hynes, G. Loukatos, T.
Arujo, 0. Cepero, J. Prats,
B. Gaede, J. Robertson, S.
Reenan, C. Ho, Nunzio, B.
Morgan, J. Miller, P. Cas-
sidy, S. McNamara, J.




Back: M. Thoman, S. Pongonis, C. Kominski, M. Fitzgib-
bons. Front: G. Wimberly, D. O'Sullivan, D. Traub, M.
Boggs, M. Drinkwater
Loyola West 2
C. Ferrie, C. Schaefferr, S. Buchta, K. Sullivan, L. Seidel, T.
veilleux, S. Steinly, E. D'Alessandro, B. Hoye, J. Braza, K.
Walsh, R. Sardellitti, S. Smith, A. Can, M. Cahill, S.
Swelko, M. McLean, S. Brophy, M. Grazia. Not pictured:
K. Burke, B. Ritola
CARLIN
14Carlin 4 L to R, Back to Front:
• Cagliastro, C. Daley, A. Brennan, S. Leonard, R. Sadunas, D. DeSantis, P. Sullivan, A. Cordon.
Carlin 3 L to R, Back to Front:
C. Finn, S. Govatsos, J. Bradshaw, S. Daley, K. O'eil, S. Nichols, M. Helms,
C. Bryson, E. Koebel, A. Creighton, J. Tschirch, K. Terwilliger, M.
McBride, T. Carr, L. Miffitt, J. Angus, M. Dugas, L. Fagan, E. Gray, E.
Hendricks, C.L. Gaussen
Carlin 4 again:
T. McEnery, J. Castruccio, B. Adornato, L. Pico, M. Kilty, C. Carges, L.
Nuccio.
Alumni Basement L to R, back to front:
K. Schulz, J. O'Brien, J. Espinola, M. Roman, G. Rob-
inson, K. Kerwin, T. Bolzan, G. Sieczkewicz, M. Mc-
Millan, F. Scatoni
Alumni 1 L to R back to front:
B. Ferris, P. Muccigrosso, J. Sullivan, R. Keenan, K.
Fitton, T. Maloney, M. Skau, A. Vetter, L. Reilly, K.
Bradley, K. Coleman, P. Sokolski, C. Powers, M. Sulli-
van, D. Ambrogi, C. McKegney, D. Rullo
Alumni 2 L to R back to front:
J. Selby, J. Balboni, W. Elibero, T. Morrison, D. Col-
lins, J. Wan, M. Bosut, D. Mahoney, P. Dolan, J.
O'Connor, B. McGrail, S. Bardorf, G. Millard
64 Student Life
Alumni 3 L to R back to front:
D. Lamoureux, A. Ferry, R. Grabow, T. McEnery, B.
Adornato, T. Osypuk, L. Tyszkowski, J. Augustave, B.
Palson, A. Dicenza, S. Leahy, L. Giurico, A.M. De Paul,
R. Ferrante, T. Crosby
Alumni 4 L to R, Back to front:
M. LeGolvan, R. Dominique, J. O'Brien, P. Vath, B.
Getzinger, M. Shay, J. Wysocki, J.P. Harkey, J. Cusak,





1 to r: Paula Tusiani, Eileen Divine, Chris Shortell, Tom Bridgeforth, Brian
Marsalla, Brian Cook, Kay Delahay, Carrie Reed, Co-Chairs: Mike "Sully"
Sullivan, and Matt "Cush" Cushing.
To all the clubs and organizations who offered the
extra-curricular experience at Holy Cross. Thanks
#°\\L 
especially to the Senior Class Officers and the
Commencement Committee who made Senior year for




'93 CLASS OFFICERS: 1 to r:
Michelle Fugere, V.P.; Bill
Miller, PRES.; Theresa Osy-











lie Heintz middle: Dan
Gage, Kyle Barry, Barb





ha, Wendy Skolds, Miss
Barbara Berry
Student Life 9
IL.A.S.O., Latin American Student Organiza-
tion, sponsored a dance and planned the multi-
cultural day with other groups on campus. Left,
President Lorencita Ferre.
BACCHUS, a new organiza-
tion to promote responsible
drinking, sponsored the Gen-
tleman's Ball. Pictured here:
back, 1 to r: Alyssa Bates, Lou
Ayala, Melanie Walton front,
1 to r: Theresa Osypuk, Lori




Deb Meagher, Liz Duffy,
Pres., and Sam Russo. The
equestrian club sponsores
shows for riders of all levels,
as well as lessons and in-
struction weekday evenings.
THE BLACK STUDENT UNION;
(photo unavailable) sponsores dances, speakers, and
African-American Week. Naomi Wolf was a speaker
sponsored by the 1991-1992 BSU.
Student Life 71
IWCHC continues to be the fa-
vorite on-campus radio station.
"Turn on, Tune in, And Drop
Out!"
Left: Bill Simmons, the Oprah Winfrey of
WCHC, gathers material for his sports show at
the football game.
Above: Nick Aieta, D.J. extraordinaire, goes
under cover as a staff member of the crossroads
Pizza Parlor.
1
Lily displays her self-portrait in
the student art show. The club,
GESSO, is new to Holy Cross
and hopefully will continue its
successful shows for the stu-
dents and faculty to enjoy. The
shows are also open to the
public.
THE CROSS AND SCROLL SOCIETY:
1 to r: Adrienne, Mike Cullity, Jen healy,
Margaret Seibecker, Heather Kersch
-The sailing team, under the leadership of
Skipper John Espinola, triumphed in several
regattas and continued to have the fun and

























Kelly and Dan dance away at their ballroom dancing lessons.
Once a week each semester, students learned such dances as the
waltz, the fox trot, and more.
oor,
AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS:
Maryanne Kilty, Lauren Hickman, Katie McWilliams,
Student Life 75
THE CRUSADER:

















1 to r: Marianne Burchell, Bob
Sullivan, Amy Polacko, Jim Olson
Laura Molinari, Quinn Lopez,
Sarah Regan, Mike Deschenes
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
1 to r: Jane Harrison, Maggie
Siebecker, Anne Marie Murphy,
Rachel Grabow, Stephanie Petra5
76 I AL'.
WOMEN'S FORUM:
1 to r: Linda Reilly, Phil Calabrese, Linda Reilly,
Jane Goodrich-Paddock, Tom Cincotta
KIMBALL CAPTAINS:
1 to r: back-Jeff Selby and Bob Phaneuf, Kevin
Penders and Matt Hjort, Pat McEnamy, Craig Der-
rell, Roseanne Prats front: Beth Bonhote, Kim Bri-
mus, Melissa Fisher, Rebecca Palson, Jennifer Evans
VbOLLEYBALL CLUB:
sack, 1 to r: Ray Morasco, Jay Stabach, Christici0110, Dan Comeaux, Don LaZure, Steve Mat-t





































Pictured I. to ft.:
Trish Chesunek. Stephanie Govatsos, Meghan Geary. Mary Murphy. Jen O'Brien. Julie Sullivan, Lori Postner,
Kate O'Neil, Niary Maslowski
Thanks to all photographers:
Lori Postner, Photo Editor
Jen McEnery, Photo Editor
And to all seniors, parents, and friends who contributed to







































Kelly Golden and Dan Conti
Wallflowers Matt White and Luke McConville
Senior 
Formal
Kevin O'Scannlain, Deirdre Miller, and Leeann Mitchell
The first formal event for the Class of 1992, co-
chaired by Howie Doane and Kyle Kasprzynski,
featured Big Band music early in the evening and later
the music of D.J. Myron.
From Mulledy 4, Robin Stewart, Scott Caristo, and Patty Baxter. John Zambino and Anne Davis
Above: Ann Marie Bruzzese and Tom
Clancy




Julie Sullivan and Tricia Pongracz
Above, R: Kate O'Neil,
Stephanie Govatsos, and Jen
O'Brien Center, R: John Horgan,
Elise Hendrickson, Jim Kelly,
Brendan Johnson, John Richard,
Rob Fantozzi, Sean Kraus, John
O'Connell, Bill Simmons, Chip
Keane.
Carrie Coughlin, Renata Sadunas, and Colleen Powers Jackie Kral, Janine McAssey, Chris Ford, Tracy Poirier, Kathleen McAniff'
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Maura Howley '95 and Tom Funkhauser '95
Valentine's 
Dance
Bill Kroenung '93 and Lori Whyte '93
Christine Davenport '94









The Pro-Choice group holds a ral-
ly on the steps of Dinand Library







MEW ileaill al IMP
-
Jen Dawson, '92, Patti Smith, '94, and bachelorette #3 tease Myron




Myron Mychalski, '93 asks bachelor-











Top left: Chuck Stango and
Mary Rizzo
Top Right: Colleen Cassidy
Left: Steve Key, Brady
Mechley and Steve Olivo.
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COUP IN THE SOVIET UNION:
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and his family were
placed under house arrest in the Crimea on August 19, 1991,
as an 8-person emergency committee led by V.P. Gennady
Yanayev took power in a coup attemtp in the Soviet Union.
Crowds of perplexed people wandered among the many
Soviet tanks parked behind the Red Square during the military
coup hours.
Before dawn on August 22, an Aeroflat jet arrived a Vnukovo
airport, Moscow, bringing home Gorbachev and his entou-
rage. The coup failed and all coup leaders were arrested,




Russian President Boris Yeltsin waved the
white-blue-and red Russian tri-color flag
from the Russian Federation building before
a crowd of supporters celebrating the end
of the three-day coup attempt. Body-






Gorbachev named a new chief of the KGB, and the statue of the founder of the founder of theKGB was toppled while thousands of Muscovites watched.
FREEDOM HAS COME TO THE SOVIET UNION. News 101
'46
Leaders of the world's seven largest industrial democracies began
arriving in London on July 14, 1991, for the July 15-17 economic summit
focusing on aid for the Soviet Union.
Life has not been the same for law Professor Anita Hill since
going public with her allegations that Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas sexually harassed her nearly a decade ago.
Although Thomas was confirmed, Hill insisted that by letting her
story be known she had accomplished everything she set out to
do: "All that's happened has made the public much more aware
of sexual harassment than ever before."
Peace, Justice
And Freedom
Terry Anderson emerged on December 4th, 1991, from the dark hole of 61/2 years of captivity in






















Desert Storm Commander General Norman Schwartzkopf gave a thumbs up to the crowd as he made
his way up Broadway during New York's operation Welcome Home ticker tape parade in June 1991.
"U.S.A.! U.S.A.!" the flag-waving crowd chanted. A teary-eyed Korean war veteran said, "These young
boys put their lives on the line and now they're getting their reward."
104 News
Firefighters were unprepared for the sight they were met with
in Kuwait— scores of oil wells sending plumes of red and orange
flames 30 yards into the air. Oil lakes and soot blackened the
sand. During the seven month Iraqi occupation of Kuwait, more





About 2 million Iraqi
Kurds and other minorities
fled north in April 1991
when Kurdish rebels in the
north and Shiite Muslim re-
bels in the south failed to
oust President Saddam
Hussein in the aftermath
of the Persian Gulf War.
At least 6,700 of the Iraqi
refugees dies fleeing to
the Turkish border. The
U.S. spent about 443 mil-
lion dollars on the Kurdish
relief effort.
News 105
'Magic Johnson, whose sparkling play entertained basketball fans for more than a
decade, announced on November 7, 1991, that he had tested positive for the AIDS virus
and was retiring. "I plan on going on, living for a long time," he said. Johnson said he
would become an AIDS activist and campaign for safe sex.
Dr. Seuss, renowned practicalist author, died November of 1991. His simple philosophy of
life pervaded his work and made for such classics as The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and
Ham, and Oh the Places. You'll Go
The brush fire that killed 19 people in
Oakland, CA, was the costliest blaze in
U.S. History—the damage was put at
more than 5 billion. This surpasses the
Great Chicago Fire of 1871. Firefighters
worked for days to stop the fire . . .
Left: Thurgood Marshall, the first African-american member of the
Supreme Court, was less than a week shy of his 83rd birthday
when he announced June 27th that he was retiring. No victory
was sweeter, or more earthshaking, than his 1954 coup in Brown
vs. Board of Education when the court ruled that a racially
segregated, schools were unconstitutional.
Top: After all the tension, the closest of the World Series ended a
happy day for the Twins. The Minnesotta Twins squeezed past the
Atlanta Braves in the bottom of the tenth inning on October 27th,
1991, to win Game 7 and end Baseball's most dramatic odyssey.
News 107
Top left: Convoys of Soviet tanks
moved into Moscow, less than two
miles from the Kremlin. The Communist
hard-liners who ousted Gorbachev sent
the army's tanks rolling within a mile of
the Russian Parliament building Where
Russian President Yeltsin was staying.
Top right: As a former Gorbachev
adviser spoke to the crowds,
denouncing the coup and demanding
that Gorbachev be allowed to address
the Soviet people, hands were raised in
applause.










A sealed structure of
steel and glass will be
"home" for two years to
four men and four women.
The structure, called
Biosphere 2, is about the
size of 21/2 football fields
and contains all the
necessities of life. For two
























Rodney King trial in
L.A. to share feelings





only on the campus
of Holy Cross, but in
society as a whole.
News 111
Forty-three year old Clarence Thomas grew up poor, Black and Democratic in Pinpoint, Georgia. He later
switched parties and became a controversial symbol of Black conservatism. On October 18, 1991, Clarence
Thomas became the 106th United States Supreme Court Justice replacing Thurgood Marshall who has retired.
Justice Thomas is a 1971 graduate of Holy Cross and is rumored to have lived in Carlin 314.
112 News
Elisabeth Ellen Sheehan
April 14, 1972 - March 17, 1992

















1992 Spring Weekend Concerts included camPus
band, The Toads, as well as CCBofD sponsored Ocearl
Blue. Fortunately, beautiful weather allowed for a stic-
cessful Wheeler Beach party Saturday. The evening of-









Wawa A . . .
92 Lip Synch
Spring Events 125
Kerry Gavin '94 steals the show with his opera performance. Other acts, pictured on previous
pages, included: "I'm Too Sexy," "Jump," a version of the Blues Brothers, and more.
126 Spring Events
___
Comedian Carrot Top performed an outrageous display of hilarity
Comedians
Saturday Night Live's Adam Sandler opened the show with his monologue




-campus organization sponsored the "I'm Too Sexy" semi-formal. Favors were sexy yo-yo's and
cups. Below, Jenny Castruccio '92 tests her sexy yo-yo.
Below clockwise to
right: Megan Sullivan
and Ed Martin; Barb
Berry, Jill Arkwright,
Kelly Golden, and Kerry
Grillo; Jen Kindamo and
Dave Pignato; "I'm Too
Sexy" favors.
Good Catholic girls, Mary Sheridan and Amy Donnelly
E.J. McAdams entertains the crowd
Barb and Gary . .
130 Spring Events
Left: It ain't over till the fat lady sings.
Below: Is that you, Peter Simonds?
Below left: Lee Ann Mitchell studies her prayer
book at Iwo mass
Below right: Mark Dursin as Fr. LaBran calls the
spirit to "fill the hearts of thy faithful excerti-
tants . . ."
CIIIISIIDISTS IX
Spring Events 131










21 Caro St.: A. Bruzzese, A. Ricard, B.
Drinkwater, L. Fallon, J. Sipple, N. Higgins,
K. Mulry, J. Thompson
-
920 Southbridge St.: Autumn Chase New
Building
"The Ten Men:" M. Rielly, E. Martin, J. Piantes, A. Plotner, M. White, S. Keaveny,
B. McKenzie, L. McConville, D. Rutherford, M. Mangan
The Crew at 28 Caro
The Gentlemen of Annapurna: D. Seltzer, M. Gunn, P. Metres, B. Gunn
926 Southbridge St.: Autumn Chase Old Building
INlilc'se Crazy Caro Girls: K. Delahay, M. McGoldrick,
• Rizzo, K. Screen, E. Devine









Julie Sippel and Ann Marie Bruzzese
Britt Adornato and Tina McEnery
Terry McCollum and Amy Fooey
Tara Schaffer and Kristin Keefe
Lir
Frank Scatoni and Greg Robinson
Jen Morris and Laura Mangan
Eileen Devine and Kelly Screen
136
ALL FOUR YEARS!
Mary Beth Grimes and 
Andrea Kletjin
Lauree Nuccio and Jennifer Evans
Kerni Law and Sarah Ayers
Maura Walsh and Andrea Mango
Dave Latessa and Tim Maloney
Genny Castruccio and Christie
Carges
Shannon Leonard and Alison Brennan




Some people can get comfortable anywhere.
Matt Quilty studying hard . . . NOT!!!
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The Cheering and the Playing:
When I sat down to write this article, I
wanted to concentrate on all the "sports"
things that happened in my four years on the
Hill- not just on campus, but everywhere. I
tossed over the four years in my head, waiting
to see what came to mind.
Most of the images were bad.
Mike Tyson, the former heavyweight
champion, is in jail. He raped an eighteen-year
old college freshman. Pete rose, the all-time
baseball hit leader, was just released from jail
for tax evasion; this came after he was booted
from baseball for - gasp! - gambling on his own
team. Magic Johnson retired from basketball
after becoming HIV-positive from unprotected
sex with . . . someone.
Drugs remained the prominent problem in
sports, as athletes continually refused to heed
the lessons of Lenny Bias. Dwight Gooden. Roy
Tarpley. Bob Probert. Darryl Strawberry. Dexter
Manley. Some are out of sports now; some still
play and are not the same. Lenny Dykstra
almost killed himself and teammate Darren
Daulton by drinking and driving. Billy Martin's
life ended as he left a bar with a drunken friend
behind the wheel.
Even when I try to remember the images
that stand out from the last 48 months, I have
to wade through the terrible ones. I remember
watching Hank Gathers drop dead on television
across a crowded, noisy Bahamas bar. I
remember my girlfriend calling me at home to
tell me that Magic Johnson had AIDS, and I
remember staring straight ahead, at nothing, as
the words tried to vainly to register through my
brain.
I also thought of the heroes who had
continually let us down. Some failed because of
their own shortcomings - Tyson, Rose, Manly,
and the rest. Others were simply unable to rise
to the occasion - people like John Elway, who
failed in his third straight Super Bowl. Or
Buster Douglas, who munched away his
heavyweight title after a storybook knockout of
Tyson. Or UNLV and the Oakland A's, two
dynasties that never were. Even Bo Jackson,
Mr. Athlete, pushed his limits too far; instead
of playing football and baseball, he plays
neither.
(Indeed, we are at a loss for heroes in the
90's. This may be because of the media,
because we grow up faster, or even because We
have been hardened by the scandals and the
violence of the past twenty-five years—not just
in sports but beyond. I think this explains why
Michael Jordan's popularity is so outrageous; if
someone is talented and clean in the nineties,
then they're set for life.)
Worst of all, I noticed that I was growing old.
My favorite athlete, Larry Bird, had become an
antique. My favorite baseball player, Dwight
Evans, was unceremoniously released by the
Red Sox. My favorite boxer, Sugar Ray
Leonard, was humiliated into retirement by
Terry Norris. Even the greatest and most
popular athletes of all time- Muhammad Ali- is
a shell of his former self, a victim of too manY
punches to his own hubris.
Of course, all heroes grow old. Yet when
your favorite players are suddenly mentioned ill
the past tense, and when a hotshot, phenom




Everything changes both in life and in sports.
Take Holy Cross, for example. There was a
time when athletics were a focal point of a
student's education. I think about the future
students, the ones who never get to experience
a game like H.C.-LaSalle (hoops), H.C.-Maryland
(women's hoops), or H.C.-Lehigh (football). I
watched all three games in person, with my
own eyes. The LaSalle game was in 1990; they
Possessed a future NBA star in Lionel
Simmons, and we were blessed with our finest
team in ten years. The entire student body
flocked into the Hart Center - for once - on a
Saturday afternoon, and there was so much
emotion, so much intensity, so much
excitement . . . if you were there, then you'll
know what I mean. In the end, LaSalle
Prevailed. They beat us by three.
But that wasn't the point.
Just as the score wasn't really the point
When our women's team defeated Maryland in
the same raucous atmosphere (to advance in
the 1991 NCAA's), and just as the score wasn't
the point when Duffner and Company prevailed
at Lehigh, 43-42, for the Patriot League title.
Wins and losses are important, yes, but so is
the feeling of being in a crowd, of contributing,
Of cheering for your school. And as the
administration deemphasizes athletics, then that
feeling - that powerful, mighty, invincible feeling
' May become extinct as well.
Indeed, it is that feeling that enables us to
tolerate all of the Mike Tysons and Pete Roses
and Dexter Manleys of the sports world.
ilemember the Atlanta/Minnesota World Series?
The Duke/Kentucky game? The Giants/Bills
Super Bowl? Nolan Ryan's seventh no-hitter?
The Bruins/Edmonton triple overtime game?
Duke upsetting UNLV, and Douglas upsetting
Tyson? Kirk Gibson's home run? Bo Kimble's
left-handed free throw? Larry Bird's Game 5
against Indiana?
I'll bet any amount of money that, if you try,
you could remember where you were during at
least one of those events. Why? Because we
follow sports for those rare moments when the
game can elevate us to a higher plane, a higher
state of being, lifting us up, if only for a
second. Where else does that happen? WHERE
ELSE?
I remember at the end of the HC/Lehigh
game — after ten second half touchdowns, four
lead changes in the final five minutes, one
almost - "Hail Mary," one "fumblerooskie," one
interception-lateral-touchdown, and eight plays
of at least forty yards - after ALL OF THAT,
when Holy Cross finally ran down the final few
seconds, my fellow radio broadcaster, Horgs,
and I held our arms straight up in the air,
looking down from our booth in triumph at the
crestfallen Lehigh crowd. Not only had the
football team won, but we had won as well.
Whether that feeling is spawned from playing
or from cheering, one thing is for sure . . . few
things can match it. And as the line between
sports and real life continue to merge, maybe
we all need to step back and remember why
we play and why we cheer.











Over the past six years, under the direction of Mark Duffner,
the football program at the Cross has risen to national promi-
nence. The Crusaders compiled a 60-5-1 record, several impres-
sive winning streaks, and the adoration of fair-weather as well
as loyal fans.
The seniors of 1992 were an integral part of this success
since stepping on to Fitton Field. With an overall 39-4-1 record
they topped it off with an umblemished 11-0 record in their
final season. But more importantly, the team demostrated
character throughout the season. In five of their eleven games
they trailed, three of them by double digits. This team was,
however, loaded with great players. Star quarterback and cap-
tain Tom Ciaccio gained sole position of five I-1C records and
tied two others and moved into 8th in Career Passing in NCAA
history. Tom was named to two All-American teams, won
Patriot League MVP and was named ECAC I-AA co-player of
the year. Tailback Jerome Fuller was named first team All-
American by six publications and the team's offensive back of
the year. He rushed for 1,465 yards on 266 carries. Anchoring
the offensive line was Pat Gibson who was named to two All-
American teams. Karl Schultz, Bill Getzinger, and Rick Stahl
were also All-Patriot League picks. Matt Nasser was named to
the All-league defensive line and also earned the coveted
Coaches Award. Pete Dankert, the outstanding Crusader nose
guard finished with 16 sacks and honors which included All-
Patriot, All-New England, and GTE Academic All-American.
Corey Vincent lead the charges for the defense, and the Patriot
league as well. He was named league defensive MVP and to
Sports 145
four different All-American teams. Senior defensive back
Chris Kovath received the Purple Pride Award and was
named to a host of All-Amerian teams. Matt Morgan and
his counterpart Ron Flauto were both named to the Patriot
League first team. Flauto also was named a GTE All-
American. The team was blessed with two great receivers
in Joe Riley and Darrin Cromwell. Joe was selected as
GTE Academic All-district and D.C. was voted Unsung
Hero by his teammates. Mark Roman, became the team's
leading wide receiver after playing back-up QB for three
years. He moved into first place on the single season
touchdown reception list. Rounding out the seniors who
produced for the undefeated Crusaders were: Fred Clark,
Chris Auth, Randy Mariano, Chris DeAntoni, Fred Givens,
Tom Paluska, Matt Hanley and Lenny deMontagnac.
The future looks just as bright for the Crusaders, led by
'93 studs Tom McDonald, Marcus Duckworth, John Pow-
ell and Ron Hooey. Coach Mark Duffner has walked off
Fitton field for the last time but HC alumnus Pete Vaas
has taken over the helm. The record holding class of '74
quarterback and his staff will provide the Crusaders with






















Soccer Team finished the
season with a 7-11 record,
the program's best in three
years, and was ranked elev-
enth in the Northeast Divi-
sion I. Holy Cross took sec-
ond place in the Patriot
League with a 4-1 regular
season record.
Junior Carol Fitzpatrick
and first year Audrey Smith
were named in the Patriot
League All-Star Team. Out-
standing seniors include co-
captain Dina DeSantis with
19 career goals and Lee
Hendrickson with 36 goals.
These all time leading scor-
ers will be greatly missed.
Junior goalkeeper Peg Sul-
livan was outstanding with
218 saves and a .835 SV
PCT.
Above: Jen Bissonette '94 and Lee Hendrickson '92
(background)
Left: Dina DeSantis '92
Right: Carol Fitzpatrick '93
or
WOMENS SOCCER
Top row, I to r: Coach Dr. Namin, Peg Sullivan, Carol
Fitzpatrick, Meredith Rogers, Colleen Keaney, Jessie
McManmon, Kirsten Eckman, Helen Litsas, Assistant
Coach Mary Curtis Middle row I to r: Deborah Nowell,
Holly Sims, Chris Porath, Valerie Thomas, Amy Gorin,
Jen Bissonette, Audrey Smith, Barbara Cassidy Bottom


















Top row, Ito r: Head Coach Meg Galligan, W Faivre, E
Hoye, C Langley, N Tracey, M Gagne, J Ferguson, K
Dawson, C Lacroix, Assistant Coach Steph Berth-
iaume Middle row I to r: Manager Julie Gentile, C
Lane, C LoCurto, L Walsh, T Schaffer, J Burke, S
Cameron, T Tully Bottom row I to r: Yuki Minami,






From the outset the 1991 Wom-
en's Field Hockey Team faced a chal-
lenging season in only its seventh
year in the competitive Division I.
While the season proved to be a re-
building year, the team did achieve
its ultimate goal of improving
throughout the season.
The senior class was represented
by three players; co-captains Kristin
Cieri, Jane Ferguson and Tara
Schaffer. Kristin Cieri was named
team MVP and was also selected to
the All-Patriot League Team for the
second year in a row.
Co-captain-elects Nora Tracey and
Chantal Lacroix combined to lead the
team in interceptions and defensive
saves. Nora Tracey was selected to
the All-Patriot League Team. Juniors
Lisa O'Neill, Wendy Faivre, and Ja-
net Burke all made positive contribu-
tions on the field and will be looked
upon next year to help anchor the
offense and the defense as well as to
provide senior leadership. Sopho-
mores Colleen Langley (team leading
scorer) and Carolyn Locurto earned
starting positions this season and
aided in leading the offensive line.
Yuki Minami, Liz Walsh (Most Im-
proved Player) and Kate Dawson,
combined successfully on defense
and are an integral part of the strong
contingent of sophomores. Likewise,
the freshman class contributed in
key positions. Rookie of the Year
Laurie Colarusso topped off the de-
fensive backbone as sweeper. Simi-
larly, Sue Cameron assisted in an-
choring the defensive line. In
addition, Michele Gagne, Erin Hoye,
and Julie Gomeau all provided note-
worthy assistance on the forward
line. Valuable goaltending capabili-
ties were contributed by sophomores
Tara Tully and Cheryl Lane.
As the talent of the returning
squad points toward an even brighter
future for the Holy Cross Field Hock-
ey Program, the enthusiasm and




TENNIS Top: Dierdre O'BrienCenter: Nani BauzaBottom: Kathy Keville
156 sports
INK
1992 WOMEN'S TENNIS from left: Megan, Bee Upatham, Kathy Keville, Megan, Tracy Poirier, Dierdre
O'Brien, Stephanie Govatsos, Kathleen MeIli, Adrianna Bavza.




Top row from left: Co-captain Ellen Pinkowski, Pam Benzan, Stacey Sweklo
Middle Row from left: Debbie MacLaren, Denise Richardson, Co-captain Isabelle
Desnoyers, Tricia Gallivan Bottom row from left: Melinda Gallagher, Maria Par-
ese, Liza Sullivan, Shelagh Foley, Suzanne Giorgio
Although the record may not reflect it, the 1991 volleyball season
was successful. Despite facing tough losses and many tough
teams, the overall positive attitude led to the fulfillment of many
personal goals.
The squad was quarterbacked by co-captain Ellen Pinkowski.
Ellen's sets allowed for many a ferocious hit by fellow co-captain
Isabelle Desnoyers. Ellen's tough serving also placed her in the
Patriot League's top Ace percentage. The captain's leadership both
on and off the court encouraged team unity in the face of tough
defeats. Ellen and Izzy's enthusiasm for their teammates personal
development allowed new friendships to develop and old friend-
ships to be strengthened. This was especially true for team MVP,
Ellen Pinkowski whose unselfish contributions made her an out-
standing setter and team player.
Another strong senior hitter was Denise Richardson. Together
with senior defensive specialist, Stacey Sweklo, they were impor-
tant parts of the team's support structure. Stacey never failed to




The 1992 season promises to be a continuation of this years
success behind the leadership of captain Tricia Gallivan and fellow
senior Pam Benzan. The junior members of the team, Christine
Svitila, Suzanne Giorgio, Maureen Bolton, and Liza Sullivan, com-
pliment each others abilities and promise to be "players with a
purpose." The sophomores, Deb MacLaren, Shelagh Foley and
Marla Parese, having already demonstrated great potential and
desire to work their hardest will round out a unique group of friends
and teammates.
A team that only Coach Cody could love always gave 100%.
There was never a dull moment as this group of women worked and
struggled to be their best. Their spirits were never weakened even














Right: Senior Joe Cusak
Below right: Junior John Carron
Below: Cross Country Co-Cap-









Right: Senior Kyle Kasprynski












This page, below: Senior Michelle Fagnant
Opposite page - left: Senior Julie Sullivan

































John P. Almeida Denise M. Ambrogi Maria P. Amendolia Gregory J. Amerkaniav
English Mathematics Sociology Economics





































































Andrew P. Boucher Theodore A. Boulay Jr. Glenn D. Bowden Allison H. Bowker
































































































































































Renee C. D'Entremont Anne Marie DePaul
Political Science Spanish






















Heather E. Drinan Beth M. Drinkwater
English/Pre-Med Biology




























































































































Jonathan D. Gatti Cindylou T. Gaussen








































































































































































































Stephanie J. Kieron Bradford A. Kilcline
















































Gerard S. Lambert Danielle P. Lamoureux Marian E. Landau Kimberly F. Landers
Mathematics Psychology Mathematics/Economics English/French















































































































Eugene P. McDonough Christina M. McEnery
History Psychology/Pre -Medical




Maura W. McInerney M. Christine McKegney Nicholas A. McKelvy











Jannette M. McMenamy Matthew B. McMillan Molly A. McMillin
Psychology/Pre-Med Psychology



















































Timothy P. Mooney Raymond Morasco Jr. Michelle M. Morey
Political Science Biology Psychology
































Michael J. Neary Jeffrey A. Nedoroscik Beth J. Neelon
Economics Political Science History
David A. Neveu Raymond C. Norris Deborah J. Nowell




















Lauren M. O'Connor Michael F. O'Connor Sean M. O'Connor
English/Italian Studies History History
Echendu N. Nwanodi
Chemistry




















































































































































































Douglas R. Rutherford Kelly A. Rya11
Political Science English/French












































Gregory J. Sieczkiewicz William J. Simmons III
























Corey G. Solman Jr.
Chemistry/Pre -Med































































































































Peter A. Wisner Charles C. Wright Jr. Gonzalo S. Zeballos
History Mathematics English/Pre-Medical
249
Christine M. Zicaro William A. Ziegler Jaqueline A. Zinno Lucia M. Zogby



































The Elias Atamian Family Book Award  Katherine M. Gallagher
The Beethoven Prize  Maryalice Mohr
The Bourgeois French Prize  ex aequo: Janine M. McAssey
Daniel E. O'Sullivan
The Nellie M. Bransfield Award  Mary E. McGoldrick
The Joseph C. Cahill Prize  Steven J. Metallo
The Philip A. Conniff, SJ., Prize  Braden J. Mechley
The Crompton Gold Medal  Thomas E. Clancy
The John J. Cummings, Jr./BAI Award  Janine P. Cunningham
The Father Flatley Medal  Michael T. Hallett
The Rev. John W. Flavin, Si., Award  ex aequo: Thomas E. Clancy
Teresa A. Manyin
The Dr. Marianthi Georgoudi Memorial Award  Robert E. Ferris
The Edna Dwyer Grzebien Prize  ex aequo: Juliette M. Dunn
Lara M. Pico
The George H. Hampsch Award  Anne C. Caldwell
The Rev. William F. Hartigan Medal  Christopher P. Vogt
The Rev. Robert F. Healy, Si., Greek Prize  John P. Drymiller
The Holy Cross Club of Worcester Prize  Karen M. Guzzetta
The Thomas P. Imse Alpha Kappa Delta Award  Marisa A. Scala
The Monsignor Kavanagh Medal  Lisa M. Duffy
The Edward V. Killeen, Jr., Prize 
 
ex aequo: Karen M. Guzzetta
Corey G. Solman, Jr.
The Father George A. King, SJ., and Richard J. Keenan, '67 Memorial Award 
 
Cynthia M. Pellegrini
The John C. Lawlor Medal 
 
Janine P. Cunningham
The William E. Leahy Award 
 
Robert P. Fantozzi
The Leonard Award 
 
Richard 0. Swanson
The Gertrude McBrien Mathematics Prize 
 
Steven P. Levandosky
The Leonard J. McCarthy, SJ., Memorial Prize 
 
Barbara A. Ritola
The George B. Moran Award 
 
Renee L. Martin
The Nugent Gold Medal 
 
ex aequo: Jeffrey A. Matthews
Stephen D. Reck
The Purple Prize 
 
Philip J. Metres III
The John Paul Reardon Medal and Award 
 
Nhung C. Tran
The James Reilly Memorial Prize 
 
Brian D. Gunn
The Freeman M. Saltus Prize 
 
John D. Read
The Maurizio Vannicelli Prize 
 
Barbara A. Ritola
The Varsity Club Norton Prize 
 
Ronald P. Flauto





























































































































iValedictorian, Richard 0. Swanson President, Rev. John E. Brooks








Oh, hear thy voices one in song
Holy Cross, 0 Holy Cross.
Thy spirits loyal, true and strong
Holy Cross, 0 Holy Cross.
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the sky,
Thy honored name shall never die,
Holy Cross, 0 Holy Cross.
- Revised - 19 Jan. 1976.
